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Chains of Cold
"'t

' 1905-:t982

Snortd you ever get it into your head to publish, in India, a map d
country's external boundaries that includes its northernmost state.

mountainous territory of Jammu and Kashmir, wedged between Chin
Pakistan, you'd better prepare to suspend disbelief. Approval will reqri
addition to a o'scrutiny fee" of Rs 2450, ratification by the Survev o[

Boundary Verification Wing, a branch of the Indian government that

izes in geographical fantasy. It only approyes maps that show India in

sion of the whole of Jammu and Kashmir-something that, since the

accession to India in October l947,has never been true. At that tir-
parts of Jammu and Kashmir came under the forcible control of Pakisal-
continues to hold them. China, too, controls a substantial chunk.

captured in its 1962 war with India. That leaves India with less than

what the official maps claim. It's an almost comical delusion, but c
bears witness to a contested history and to the fragilities of India's sel[i
as a democratic nation.

That embattled history took a crucial turn in the waning years of BritL:L

when a powerful Muslim movement emerged to challenge the despotic

dynasty, the Dogras, that ruled British India's biggest princely state-

the campaign was an idealistic forty-year-old from a family of shanl
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who, as a boy, had been given darning tools instead of a pen. He had fought

his family to get to a school; then he fought his teachers to get to a better one,

and eventually secured a university degree in science. Then, in 194:6, he
launched the largest popular agitation eveJ qeen in his p-qrt gf the_ world.

ooWe Kashmiris want to inscribe our own destinS" Mohammad Abdullah
said, as tens of thousands of people from the kingdoms Muslim majority took

to the streets of the capital, Srinagar. They called on both the Dogra maha-

raja and his British advisers to "Quit Kashmir."
The maharaja did what he usually did to his challengers, and locked them

up. But Abdullah took consolation in the knowledge that a powerful friend in
Delhi might come to his aid. Jawaharlal Nehru was at that moment negotiating

delicately with both the British and Muhammad Ali Jinnah (39) over India's

future, but on learning of Abdullah's imprisonment, he rushed north to defend

him-only to be detained by Dogra forces himself. It was the first act of a
political drama about two freedom fighters that is still in search of an ending.

By the following year, princes across India had come to realize that sum-

mary incarcerations of their subjects were of no use. As the Raj was disman-
tled, the rulers of aII the princely states were forced to fold theirtenfi and
join one of the new post-Partition countries. In Kashmir, where the religion
of the ruler differed from that of most of his subjects, that choice was not

straightforward. The Dogra mahalaja wavered oyer whether to join India or
Pakistan, or to declare his own independence. Abdullah emerged from
prison *ittr a somewhat clearer view: though he believed that the poor Kash-
miri Muslims he represented should rule themselves, he thought it best to
trust, temporarily, in Nehru's promise to build a democratic state in a multi-
religious nation. Once Kashmiris had an elected government, they could de-

liberate over what their future should be.

tlril legroned position didn't account for the tribal fighters (an estimated

five thousand to eight thousand of them) who poured into the Kashmir Valley
from the newly created West Pakistan two months after Partition, intent on

capturing the state for Jinnah. Abdullah and the maharaja now found them-

selves in agreement: Kashmir needed outside military help and would have

to accede to India to get it. And so began the second act. A week and a half
into the invasion, Abdullah scrawled a note to Nehru, now the Indian prime
minister, on a scrap of paper: "If I am able to carry on, it is simply because

of you." Days later, Indian forces repulsed the attackers from the Kashmir
Valley, though Pakistan would henceforth control most ofthe northern halfof
the state.
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There is a famous photo of the two friends hugging each other sh@
after the invasion was over. The photo looks more sinister now than it pmhr
bly felt then. To Abdullah, this moment was meant to be a reprieve that rr-ol
allow those people still under his control to move toward self-determinatir-
For Nehru, it was the moment when the ineffably beautiful Kashmir, land

his ancestors, permanently entered the fold of independent India as its si

majority-Muslim state. In the third act, characterized by betrayal, violati

and recrimination, Abdullah would come to see his old friend's embracu

a stranglehold.

To some Indians today, the Kashmir conflict feels like a long-running

show. In truth, it goes to the core of India's foundational commitment to

litical liberty. Originally intended to be evidence of the country's re!!7i

pluralism, Kashmir is still part of India only because twenty of the

twenty-two districts are essentially under martial rule. Designated as

turbed areas," these districts are where insurgents are claimed to be acti

fighting the Indian government. In 2015, human rights activists

when six Indian Army men were given life sentences by a military cflrrl
the illegal killings of three Kashmiris. It was an exception that proved a

of government impunity. According to Amnesty International, ooNot a $
member of the security forces deployed in Jammu and Kashmir over thr
25 years has been tried for alleged human rights violations in a ci

court." In short, the rulers of Kashmir today are not unlike the Dogras u
whose boot Mohammad Abdullah grew up-a boot that shaped, u.rd il
ally hardened, his politics, just as the Indian government bo-ot_shalnsr

- hardens the politics of young Kashmiris today.

&dr[_qb-yry-!9rn i3 p,rinegal ry 3 br11den, !i9 m9!!91la.s th_e

junior wife of a man who died just be{ore she went into labor. Dispo

f their share of family property, Abdullah and his two elder brothers

pected to make the cheap cotton shawls on which their extended

family depended. But the young boy discovered he had a gift for reci

Qurhn that allowed him to get out of darning. Eventually, it would

see more of the world than his shabby corner of Srinagar.

In the 1920s, after college in Lahore, Abdullah was admitted to

prestigious place an Indian of his faith could go for a modern

$ggh !4g{im_University- -in-the United Prp.-rinc"es. There, hearing

himself of Kashmiri origin, speak passionately about injustices again-*
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in Kashmir, he felt ootransported into a strange world," in earshot of the
"trumpet of Israfel." But returning to Kashmir in 1930, he felt the oppression
of the Dogras afresh.

Deppjte having a master's degree in chemistry, Abdullah couldn't get a
gover-nment job: the Dogras had reserved most of these for Hindus. If recruits
were scant in the small Pandit community in the Kashmir Valley, adminis-
trators brought in other Hindus, from the Punjab. Some educated Muslims
got around that bias by sucking up to the Dogras and their officials, but
Abdullah was repelled by the idea of ingratiating himself with them in order
to secure a position for which he was already qualified. Instead, he settled on
being a schoolteacher, and passed his evenings in reading clubs, with other
educated young Kashmiris, building a political base.

Bearded and in possession of a fine baritone voice, o'Master Abdullah" by
his midtwenties had become a popular orator, speaking on Fridays from the
platform of Slr44gqr's wooden Jamia Masjid. Telling the history of Kashmiri
Muslim dispossession and demanding rights from the Hindu princely state,

he sometimes spoke so movingly that people wept and tore their clothes. Yet
it wasn't until the Dogra slaughter of more than twenty protesters on July 13,

l9ll-(Martyrsl Day, as it is now known), that a mass movement to defend the
rights of Muslims truly began in Kashmir. It was, Abdullah later wrote, the
Kashmiris' Amritsar 1919 moment.

Aq tfre Dogras responded with martial law, Abdullah became the leader
of a newly fo.-"d movemento the lVluslim Conference. Soon known as the
Sher-e-Kashmir, or ''Lion of Kashmir," he successfully united the valley's
many sects and factions around the call of o'Islam in Danger."

o

It's a truism of power to this day that the ability to organize people around a
cause is a gift others will soon seek to co-opt. Jinnah, down in the plains,
rras following Abdul]ah s resistance closely and assumed he would be a ready
recruil to the growing Muslim League. Yet when the two men met in 1935,

Jinnah's more conservative views put off Abdullah, who was not just younger
and less politic, but far more socially and economically progressive. As they
ended their meeting, Jinnah warned him that Hindus could not be trusted,
adding ominously, "A time will come when you will recall my words. But it
will be too late then."

Abdullah left his first encounter with Nehru, a few years later, bowled
oter. Nehru, then at the peak of his career as a glamorous rebel nationalist,
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was leading a drive to attract more Muslims to the Congress movement. TLr
burly Kashmiri with a popular touch was Nehru's kind of Muslim: not sD

preoccupied with religion lhat he lailed to be a spokesman for the soeial cq-
cerns of the poor. Nehru had been waiting, he told A bdullah. for someone rl
"awaken the Kashmiri people from their slumber." Despite divergent clam
backgrounds, they developed such a warm friendship that soon AbdulL[
was hosting Nehru's daughter, Indira Gandhi (46), on her honeymoon. qk.
much later would a disillusioned Abdullah note bitterly that Nehru kepr ttr
Arthashastra,Kaatilya's (4)ruthless guide to realpolitik, ""by his bedsilal

Nehru believed the Lion's charisma could draw others besides Kastufr
lvluslims to the nationalist movement: consliluencies such as Kashmiri Hb.

* dus and Sikhs. So he was heartened when, in 1938, Abdullah (beard i
shaved) vexed the Muslim League by announcing he would turn his rfrfo
Muslim Conference into a secular party. The following year, he launched L
new All Jammu and Kashmir National Conference, and draped it in a nch
of Kashmiri cultural and religious tolerance known as Kashmiriyat. r.hl
asserted that the Islam practiced in the valley was more syncretic than lJ
elsewhere. It was a debatable construct, and the new conference
primarily Muslim, but from it came, in 1944, a radical social and
manifesto that would fundamentally change Kashmir.

Srinagar during the 1940s was a haven for Indian and European

munists, and with their guidance, the conference called for womeni ri
and a redistribution ofland to the tiller. It also took a page from Stali'.
visaging distinct nationalities coming together to form a union like the t
without losing the right to secede. To Abdullah, this offered an a
the divisiveness of Jinnah's two-nation view and to the Congress's

acquisitiveness. After 1948, when, following Nehru's military in
Abdullah took on the role of Kashmir's prime minister, some of the
ideals became law.

!,!q glgatest achievement was to dismantle Kashmir's system of lar
ership, which had served the interests of the Dogras until accession
their rule. All holdings above twenty-three acres were abolished.

compensation to landlords, and land was redistributed to peasant culti
most of them poor Muslims. The reform massively expanded Abdullah's
following and laid the basis for the emergence of a Kashmiri middle
place of the starvation, forced labor, and beggary that had been

under the Dogras, Abdullah created a largely egalitarian society. As thc j
nalist and writer Basharat Peer points out, it was a revolutionary
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thecontext not just of India, but of south Asia (one matched onry by Kerala,
iry-lg=gguth)' Yet amid post-partition religious mistrust, that social transfor-
mation quickly took on communal overtones.

o

Around a third of the land in the valley was once owned by Kashmiri pandits,
who, in the late 1940s, formed just 5 percent of the popuration. It was this
Hindu community that lost the most in the land reforms. Armost immedi-
ately, Hindu nationalists in Kashmir and across India began accusing Abdul_
lah of the sort of systematic dispossession for which Kashmiri Muslims had
once blamed the Dogras. That outrage, shared by leaders in New Derhi with
Hindu sympathies, eventually fastened on the speciar autonomy that Abdur-
lah had secured for his people in the country's 1950 constitution.

Nehru saw that losing India's only majority-Muslim state to pakistan
would tarnish his vision of India as a multireligious nation. so the autonomy
given to Kashmiris, under Article 370 of the Indian constitution, was unique
among Indian states. Kashmir's elected assembly would now have greater
legislative powers than other state assemblies, and would be abre to decide
for itself on what terms it wished to associate with India. The fury over these
concessions increased exponentially in 1953, when the Hindu politi"al leader
Shyama Prasad Mookerjee, founder of the precursor to today,s B;rr-"il
Janata Party (BJP), arrived in Kashmir to protest policies that restricted
other Indians from settling in the state. Abduilah imprisoned him, and he
died in his cell ofa heart attack.

. . IF lt:"ment of Mookerjee was not a one_off. As the state,s new leader,
-{bdullah had inherited many of the repressive powers of the Dogra rulers, and
he used them to silence critics. Lacking the sort of poritical deal-making and
negotiation experience that was part ofthe congress culture in British India,
he ran Kashmir as a one-party state. when elections were held in 1951 to
form a constituent Assembly for Kashmir, he permitted no opposition to hisparty-a pattern of antidemocratic rule Abdullah set, and that would long
outlast him.

Many Kashmiris might have tolerated Abduilah's autocratic style had he
been able to provide them with more of the autonomy so resented by the Hindu
right' But Nehru dragged his feet on a promised plebiscite, fearingthat inde-
pendence or even Pakistan would be the Kashmiris, choice. Abdullah,s ef-
tbrts to give the people of Kashmir a say in their political future came to
nothing' Meanwhile, the protagonists of the cold wu. *"." trying to extend
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its theater to the subconlln6nl-s circumstance that would help to ro{
Abdullah's fate.

In May 1953 he had three meetings with u.S. senator Adlai Stereun
during an American fact-finding visit to India. Later, stevenson acknqil-
edged only hearing an earful of charges about conspiracies and bad rriat
but Abdullah hintgd that he had been promised America4 qqppStt Shpqlb
decide- to declare Kashmir independent. To Nehru's intelligence
Abdullah was becoming seriously troublesome and ooantinational'1

a popular uprising began, he'd have to be curbed.

Late in life, Abdullah recalled a moment during his negotiations with l
over Kashmir's constitutional relationship with India. Leaning over, Nehnr
whispered, "Sheikh Sahib, if you waver in embracing us, we will pr
chains in your neck [sic]." In August 1953, the chains were finally pulled

Unconstitutionally, Abdullah wqs stripped of his pos-ition.as l
prime minister and arrested; among the charges was "establishing
contacts of a kind dangerous to the prosperity of the state.,, His Ne
replacement was a corrupt deputy who proved to have little support
from that of the Indian Army. The 'oworld has not seen a more glaring
of democracy," Abdullah later wrote to Nehru from prison.

Nehru always claimed that the arrest happened without his
Yet the week before, he'd written with alarm to his closest confiderr
how the oolure of American money to develop Kashmir', was
Abdullah's impulse toward independence. Shortly before sending tha
he had set out his orders with clinical precision: "The members of
should not speak in different voices" when it came to the policy of
place in the Indian Union; ooit may be desirable to arrest one or tro

.. persons, who are known to be corrupt."
"I suppose one has to do some things for the greater good,- i

daughteq Indira, wrote to him on hearing of Abdullah's arrest. She h

been to the USSR and was reminded of hearing news of the arrest d
Stalin's henchmen, Lavrentiy Sslia-nq1, she reassured her father.

i was making a comparison!

Aldglfgh was released from jail only once in the subsequent tea
but as soon as he began rallying his people toward independence- Lc
returned there. Though freed again just before Nehru's death in

* was exiled from Kashmir for another decade. Only in 1972, after tb
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gency (see 46, Indira Gandhi), was Abdullah, now past seyenty, permitted
to stand for reelection. He then won the fairest election in the dismal history
of Kashmiri democracy. Yet his resumption of power came at a cost: Indira
Gandhi had forced him to surrender key elements of Kashmiri autorr,my.

In the late 1980s, about seven years after the death ofsheikh Abdullah, an
armed separatist movement began in Kashmir. Before long, tens of thou-
sands ofyoung men were trekking across the border to pakistan and return-
ing as trained fighters. Islamist militants from outside Kashmir also joined
in-many of them mujahideen demobilized after the soviet withdrawal from
Afghanistan in 1989. By 2006 the Indian government was deploying some
six hundred thousand military and paramilitary forces to control a popula-
tion of around ten million. According to the Kashmir state government, the
conflict left more than forty-ihi"" tiior"u"d piopr"- a""J uLi*Eb" lqqb , -i
a.,f 20tt; civil-society g.orp. cite much higher figures.

The historian chitralekha Zurshi, who is writing a biography of Sheikh
Abdullah, says that many young people in Kashmir blame Abdullah for the
conflict: "They see him as the reason why Kashmir is in the position it is
today. He's the reason why Kashmir allied with India in1947. He,s the rea-
son why autonomy was chipped away.,,

Fot gSly Hin{9 f!!ol4iltl, ,!:,pl9blgl--l"gp-illj9_9 
T}91, auronomy. .t-rEy__ru_qe6iiit t"s exiei"_il0_,;a,sryl_"il&!L9[f;y_"*" _{j'rl]T 

*
statg_. Meanwhile, some secularists think that Kashmiris ;iilid b; eager ro
forge a stronger link to India, with its economy growing at 7 percent, instead
of turning to a dysfunctional Pakistan. But as Basharat peer points out,
Kashmiris today are well aware of the way India's current governing party,
the BJP, is eroding the rights of religious minorities, particularly Muslims. In
such a climate, chains, even golden ones, are as likely to inspire resistance
as allegiance.

During his imprisonment, Abdullah had tried to work on Nehru's guilty
conscience. Wasn't it a travesty that Kashmir was receiving harsher treat- .ij
ment from independent India than from the Dogra regime they had once
linked arms to oppose? After Nehru's death, a weary Abdullah would try to -;
work on the conscience of his begrudged countrymen, in ways that resonate
even more today. The treatment of Kashmir was o'an open book," he said, one /.
hardly hidden to history. o'Let every Indian search his own heart.,,
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